Defining complex system dynamics (SD) models in complex organizational settings is hard. This is so because the numbers of variables to consider are many and the question of causation is complicated to untangle. Second, SD models are ambiguous and hard to conceptualize. In this paper, we explore the use of a domain modeling method object-role modeling (ORM) in the process of developing SD models. We do so, because domain modeling methods help to identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain. The addition of a domain modeling method to the process of developing SD models is to improve SD model conceptualization, enable transformation and reuse of information plus underpin SD with a domain modeling method that allows creation of database. To realize this, we come up with a procedure in our overall research which we refer to as grounded system dynamics (GSD) a combination of ORM and SD. To reason about the combination of SD with a domain modeling method (ORM), we identify and evaluate relationships between their constructs. Basing on the identified relations, ORM to stock and flow diagram (SFD) steps are defined and applied to a real-life case study national medical stores (NMS) situated in Uganda. On completion, we draw conclusions.
Introduction
System dynamics (SD) is a methodology that has its focus on capturing the structure and behavior of systems composed of interacting feedback loops. It was developed by Jay Forrester in 1961 to handle social-economic problems. A review and history is given in Ref. 1 . SD conceptualizes systems as being made up of complex networks of feedback loops where time delays and nonlinear relationships are important sources of dynamic complexity and policy resistance. It offers a systematic approach of qualitative and quantitative analysis which include mapping systems in terms of feedback loops and then translating these maps into quantitative simulation models.
2 Thus enabling analysis of policy actions, scenarios and consequences by decision makers. Here, we draw our attention to the quantitative aspect of SD. The quantitative aspect comprises of stock and flow diagrams where input parameters result into simulation. More particularly, we identify the relations between object-role modeling (ORM) and SD, evaluate these relations, define the steps on how to transform an ORM model into a stock and flow diagram (SFD) and apply these steps to a case.
In Refs. 3-6 it is stated that SD as a method has a number of issues, one of the key issues identified is SD model conceptualization. In order to conceptualize a given SD scenario, it is important that the "what", "how" and "why" questions are well answered. In SD however, concentration is drawn to the "what" of the dynamics behavior but not "how" model elements should be reconfigured to yield a desired behavior. 7 That is why a similar case or model of reality can be depicted (interpreted) in different ways by different SD modelers. To address the issue of SD model conceptualization, different scholars have put in efforts by advocating for better tools and methods to support SD modeling. For example, in Refs. 5 and 3 they suggest mapping of tools to represent SD structure and in Refs. 8 and 6 they suggest techniques to analyze reference modes. Here, we join scholars like Refs. 9-11 who have devised efforts to support the SD conceptualization process with tools and techniques used in other scientific disciplines. In our case however, we address the issue of SD model conceptualization by using support of a domain modeling method ORM whose focus is on domain conceptualization through data modeling. 12 We do so because domain modeling methods help to identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain. Second, they capture a detailed representation of the system in terms of system elements whereby their interactions provide a means to understand a given scenario. Finally, domain methods have a precise and consistent mechanism for conceptualizing reality, based on which a stock and flow diagram can be realized.
7,13
Thus, having domain modeling work in context of SD model building makes SD models more understandable and well focused.
In particular, we use ORM as an example of a domain modeling language because of its conceptual focus and roots in verbalization, graphical expressiveness and well-defined semantics. The main advantage of improving SD's conceptual foundation through ORM is that SD models can be more soundly and readily linked to databases. Second, introducing ORM in the SD modeling process provides complementary added value: SD studies the behavior of a system in terms of discrete quantities of things (stocks and flows) while ORM underpins the models in terms of underlying ontology of the domain.
ORM as a domain modeling method
ORM is a method that was originally conceived for data modeling purposes 12 and has its foundations in natural language analysis. 13 ORM takes a static perspective on the domain in the sense that it aims at capturing the fact types and entity types that play a potentially important role in the (dynamic) domain, while SD takes a dynamic perspective in which the dynamic behavior of the domain is captured. ORM is comparable to entity relationship (ER) diagrams in use. 15 It is however, a fact-oriented approach for modeling information and querying the information content of a business domain at a conceptual level. 16 Fact-orientation means that it includes both types and instances in its models; types are called "fact types", instances "facts". Including the instance level is crucial in linking concepts with advanced SD modeling. ORM is claimed to have a graphical constraint notation that is far more expressive for data modeling purposes than unified modeling language (UML) class diagrams or ER diagrams. 16 In our previous studies, we looked at conceptual links between SD and ORM, 14 then mapped ORM and SD elements, 17 investigated the update behavior of SD and ORM 18 and came up with steps on how to transform a causal loop diagram (CLD) model into an ORM model. 19 In this paper however, we aim at: (i) identifying the relations between ORM constructs and SFD constructs and (ii) coming up with steps on how to transform an ORM model in an SFD. In order to arrive at the main focus of our overall research (combining SD with a domain modeling method), we came up with a method ground system dynamics (GSD) (i.e. an artifact of the design science approach). This method is a combination of two methods (ORM and SD) and comprises of two sub-phases. The first phase, entails transforming a CLD into an ORM model 19 and the second phase which is the scope of this paper, entails transforming an ORM model into an SFD model. To achieve the overall aim of the study, we use a design science approach. This is because the design science approach focuses first on clarifying the goals of the artifacts (which in this case is GSD) and then on building and carefully evaluating the utility of the artifacts, and to a lesser degree, their reliability and validity. 20 The design science approach further places additional emphasis on the iterative construction and evaluation of artifacts which in our case are: the CLD to ORM steps, ORM to SFD steps and their resulting model(s).
Logical framework
To position this research, we present a logical framework in Fig. 1 where we show the strength and gaps in both ORM and SD. In this framework we itemize (allocate an identification character) each method for convenience in the explanation. We combine method M-1 with method M-3 to arrive at artifact M-2. The gaps and strengths identified in methods M-1 and M-3 are what we use as a basis for our overall study. In Fig. 1 we further present the importance or achievements of combining M-1 with M-3 in M-2. As an output of M-1, M-2 and M-3 is the main advantage for having these two methods put to work together in reducing the gap between strategic decision makers and enterprise modelers.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Secs. 2 and 3 respectively brief introductions to ORM and SD are given. In Sec. 4, we outline the ORM to SFD transformation steps, define and explain both the steps and control parameters. In Sec. 6, we present a snapshot of national medical stores (NMS) from which we derive an ORM model. This ORM model is what we use to apply the ORM to SFD transformation steps. In Sec. 5 we evaluate the ORM to SFD transformation steps and in Sec. 7 we draw conclusions.
Brief Introduction to ORM Modeling Constructs
To start with, we present constructs that exist in ORM followed by SD stock and flow diagram constructs. The philosophy behind ORM is that it tries to describe a universe of discourse (UoD) by describing the communication between its members. An ORM scheme basically is a grammar describing that communication. This grammar is also referred to as information grammar. The general construction of an information grammar is as follows. There is a set of syntactic categories (in ORM terminology: object types) and a set of grammar rules (in ORM terminology: fact types) that describe how these syntactic categories are constructed from other syntactic categories. A grammar rule basically indicates what object types are involved in a fact type and in what role. The term predicator is used to indicate such a role. Therefore, in ORM a fact type is seen as a set of predicators. The information grammar describes the elementary sentences that are valid in the associated UoD. From these sentences other sentences may be formed. Object-role calculus (ORC) 21 and ORM2 (see Ref. 22) are examples of such generic systems for constructing sentences.
ORM's basic building blocks include: entity types, value types and roles. 23,a . An object type is a collection of objects with similar properties, in the set-theoretical sense. Objects are things of interest, they are either instances of entity or value types. Object types are designated by solid-line named ellipses in the graphical reproduction of the information grammar. Some object types have reference modes. These reference modes indicate how a single value relates to that object type. Value types on the other hand have instances with a universally understood denotation, and hence require no reference scheme. They are identified solely by their values, their state never changes and they are designated by dotted ellipses. The semantic connections between object types are depicted as combinations of boxes and are called fact types. Each box represents a role and is connected to an object type or a value type. The roles denote the way entity types participate in that fact type. To represent some of these definitions let us use an example of the procedures a paper might go through en route from writing to publication. The procedures are stated as:
(1) A person (author) writes intent of submission. This can be in the form of an abstract. (2) Then the content (text of the paper) is submitted, whereby the paper becomes a submitted paper. (3) Each submitted paper receives a classification. (4) Each submitted paper is reviewed (5) Some submitted papers are accepted and some are rejected (6) For each submitted paper new content is submitted, which makes the paper a published paper that is added to the publications.
This information is represented on an ORM diagram in Fig. 2 . The numerous ORM symbols and constraints used in Fig. 2 can be verbalized as follows:
(1) (Exclusive): each paper plays exactly one of the roles is rejected or is accepted. (2) each paper published is an accepted paper. (3) (mandatory): each paper is submitted by at least one academic. (4) (mandatory): each paper is written by at least one academic. (5) each Academic who submits a paper also writes that paper. (6) (Exclusive): each academic plays exactly one of the roles reviews or writes.
The number of roles in a fact type are referred to as fact type arity and the semantics of the fact type are put in a fact predicate. A predicate is basically a sentence with object holes in it, one for each role. These predicate names are written beside each role and are read from left to right, or top to bottom. It is through predicates that entity types relate to each other. Minus the building blocks, ORM also has numerous constraints. Some of these constraints are depicted in Fig. 2 (subset constraint, exclusive constraint, uniqueness constraint and mandatory role constraint). A mandatory role constraint (represented as a dot) means that every instance in the population of the role's object type must play that role. The uniqueness constraint (internal) means that instances for that role in the relationship type population must be unique. For example adding a uniqueness constraint over role "is classified" in Fig. 2 means that each paper is classified in at most one class. The subset constraint between roles "is accepted" and "is published" means that if some paper is published then that paper is accepted. Here we do not exhaust all ORM constraints but a detailed explanation of these constraints can be found in Ref. 23 .
Brief Introduction of SFD Constructs
In this section, we only discuss elements that build a SD SFD.
b These elements include: stocks, flows, connectors (information links) and converters (auxiliary variables and constants). Stocks are depicted as boxes and are defined as containers b For SD terminologies used in this paper we use Ref. 6 and all SD models are drawn using an SD software called STELLA. This is because it is easy to use and offers a practical way to dynamically visualize and communicate how complex systems and ideas really work. Think of a Conveyor as a conveyor belt. Material gets on the Conveyor, rides for a period of Ɵme (each DT) and then gets off.
Pregnant women, students in school (they ride in a parƟcular class for a period of Ɵme and then ride off). (reservoirs) containing quantities describing the state of the system. The value of stocks changes overtime through flows (inflows and outflows). 4 There are different forms stocks can take (reservoir, conveyor, queue, oven), see Table 3 . In each of these forms, quantities held are in a different state as explained in Fig. 3 .
Flows can be imagined as pipelines with a valve that controls the rate of accumulation to and from the stocks. They are represented as double solid lines with a direction arrow. The arrows indicate the direction of a flow into or from a stock. There exists two types of flows: uniflows and biflows as represented in Fig. 4 . A uniflow means that information in that flow moves (flows) in one direction only and the flow takes on non-negative values only. A biflow on the other hand, can take on any value and information flows in two directions. Flows originate from a source and terminate in a sink which are depicted as clouds.
A source represents systems of stocks and rates outside the boundary of the model and a sink is where flows terminate outside the system. A sink is located at the arrow tip of the flow and a source is found at the start of the flow arrow.
Converters either represent fixed quantities (constants) or represent variable quantities (auxiliaries). Auxiliary variables are informational concepts bearing an independent meaning (add new information). The contained information is in the form of equations or values that can be applied to stocks, flows, and other converters Biflow Uniflow in the model. 24 Constants are state variables which do not change. 4 Both auxiliary variables and constants are depicted as small circles on the STELLA SD software. Information from converters and flows is shared through connectors (information links). Two types of connectors exist, the action connectors depicted as solid wires and information connectors depicted as dashed wires. 25 These connectors are immaterial and connect inputs to decision function of a rate. The underpinned meaning to these connectors is that information about the value at the start of the connector influences information at the arrow tip of that connector. Connectors can feed information into or out of flows and converters but only extract information out of stocks. 24 Lastly, we have the concept of sectors which are subsystems or subcomponents within a system. They hold/handle all decisions, stocks, information about a particular element or area and contain different information used in an information system. Sectors are not represented in any of the figures but are introduced in one of our later chapters.
Note that among converters we only mention auxiliary and constants but not exogenous variables as building blocks. This is because exogenous variables although they are part of the SFD model, their values are determined by factors outside the model. Second, not all SFD models contain exogenous variables, this means that a model can be complete without any external influence(s).
In conclusion, we present a summary of all the discussed stock and flow building blocks except sectors in 
ORM to SFD Transformation Steps
To reason about the combination of SD with a domain modeling method (ORM), we identify relationships between their constructs. These relations are defined within each ORM to SFD transformation step. To begin with however, we present the initial ORM to SFD transform steps. These steps cover the second phase of the GSD method. In the first phase were CLD to ORM transformation steps and were presented in Ref.
19. The initial steps are then applied using a case and evaluated using questionnaires and a focus group discussion. Basing on the evaluation, we revise ORM to SFD steps and draw conclusions.
Outline for ORM to SFD transformation steps
To systematically transform an ORM model into an SFD, we come up with initial steps. 
Definitions of ORM to SFD transformation steps
As explained earlier, SD has dynamic properties while ORM has static properties. Static properties refer to the possible states of the system under study while dynamic properties refer to the possible transitions between the states. 26 The only way we relate these two methods is by looking at the contents and roles their constructs play in each method and then identify a connection (this connection may not be very concrete because the methods are dissimilar).
Step 1: Identify all possible stocks. In step one, we identify all possible stocks. As we stated in Sec. 3, a stock is a container representing an accumulation of either a physical or non-physical quantity and is depicted as a box. To relate an ORM element to a stock, we looked for an ORM element with characteristics similar to an SD stock that is; it holds items, accumulates and can be measured. We relate a stock to a unary fact type (one role) because unary fact types do correspond to properties of entity types (object types) that allow defining of subtypes and they contain properties specific to an object type. To clarify this relation let us take an example of Fig. 6 . In this figure, we have object type "paper " playing a role is published and is accepted. Note that objects in an object type do not make a stock but it is the objects in a unary fact type that make a stock. This is because the objects in a unary fact type give an independent state to which some of the objects in an object type take part and in this state they only relate with one object type. This means that all objects in a particular object type are of the same type "paper" but in different state is published and is accepted.
As noted in Fig. 3 of Sec. 3, there are different forms stocks can take (reservoir, conveyor, queue, oven). These forms can be defined in cases were an object type has more than one unary fact type. To identify these forms of stock, we use constraints placed between or among these unary fact types. Note that these unary fact types are attached to the same object type which means that they have similar properties but are in different states (forms). For example, in Fig. 6 (a), there are two unary fact types (is published and is accepted ), objects in unary fact type is published are a subset of objects in unary fact type is accepted. The subset constraint is marked by a dotted arrow running from a subset role to a superset role. In Fig. 6 (b), we have the equality constraint placed between roles is in inventory and is in good condition. This equality constraint indicates that the populations of the role sequences must always be equal. By using the constraints and verbalizations in the ORM figures, we are able to determine the form of stock to use in SD.
In Fig. 6 (a) unary fact type "is accepted " is represented as a conveyor stock and unary fact type "is published " is represented as a reservoir stock because properties of unary fact type "is accepted " are assumed to be in that particular state for a period of time, they then get off and are moved to "is published " which is a reservoir stock well as in Fig. 6b we represent role is in good condition as an oven stock and is in inventory as a reservoir stock. This is because properties of role "is in good condition" are assumed to be in that particular state for a period of time but they all load at the same time and dispatch to the inventory at the same time (this is noted from the equality constraint used "if and only if ") as an oven does. In Fig. 6 (b), we assume that all consignment that is in good condition is stored in inventory at the same time which is unrealistic because in real life, consignments may be purchased at different time intervals thus a conveyor. But we depict both scenarios to show the difference in use of ORM constraints. To name stocks that result from unary fact types connecting to the same object type, the state change name (unary fact type name) is concatenated with the object type name to give more meaning to the type of quantities flowing into that particular stock (unary fact type). The stock names in Fig. 6 would then be called "accepted papers", "published papers" consignment in good condition and consignment in inventory.
Step 2: Identify all possible flows. Flows as explained in Sec. 3, are rates of change of a stock representing the inflow and outflow. 4 They are sometimes referred to as material flows with rates. They are active, change overtime and determine the value of a stock. We relate an object type to a flow. Object types connect different roles to other object types and objects held by these object types play unique roles for each role connection. That is why we see a similarity with SD flows which connect stocks to other stocks. Second, objects in each object type are similar and unique this also applies to contents in each flow. To clarify this relationship let us use the example given in Fig. 7 , in this example we see that Paper is the object in object type Paper. This therefore means that when creating a flow, it is the content(s) in the object type that flow into stock "is published " and "is accepted " (a state to which objects from object type paper have transformed into). Supertype and subtypes: in ORM it is possible to represent unary fact type is published and is accepted as subtypes of supertype paper. This means we would have three object types (one as a supertype and two as subtype). In this case if we refer to both supertypes and their subtypes as different flows we will have flows containing similar contents but in different states. Yet we know that a specialization relation between a subtype and a supertype implies that instances of a subtype are also instances of a supertype, e.g. in Fig. 8 ,
P op(M ale) ∪ P op(F emale) = P op(patient)
This means that we cannot represent both a supertype and subtype as different flows unless if both the supertype and subtype have different roles they play.
In Fig. 8 As a result, the SD model maintains a bi-focal perspective, displaying the female who are not allowed to smoke because they are pregnant and those who smoke.
d
In the SD representation of Fig. 8 instead of having a conveyor, we have a uniflow and a DPD. This is because in stock "does not smoke" there are other quantities of persons who may exist but are not pregnant and to determine them are few decisions and parameters need to be input into the model. All these decisions (details) can be captured inside the DPD but if we limit the scope of the model to only pregnant patients, then a conveyor would be appropriate for this particular stock. Another alternative would be to ignore the DPD and instead have the formula for this verbalization (If some Female is pregnant then that Female does not smoke) input into the flow. However, this would mean that the effect of this decision would only be seen in the simulation results.
In conclusion, the rates that cause change to an SD stock cannot be represented in ORM. But the object type which is identified to be related to a flow can only help in specifying the contents in a particular flow. Therefore, we suggest that, when deriving an SD model from an ORM model, the new state objects in a unary fact type take should reflect the outflow of that particular stock. For example in Fig. 8 the outflows should be represented as pregnant female, non-smoking female, etc., that way the modeler is able to relate the type of outflow with the contents (quantities) in the previous stock. Second, there are cases where an object type has no unary fact type but plays a role(s). Here we suggest that, such object types be referred to as converters instead of flows. This is because the objects in this object type are in a constant state but influence fact types (flows and converters in SD).
Step 3: Identify all possible converters. A converter holds values for constants, defines external inputs to the model, calculates algebraic relationships, and serves as the repository for graphical functions. In general, it converts inputs into outputs. Converters are of two types; auxiliary and constants as stated in Sec. 3. Here we map converters to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary, etc.). This is because converters add new information to the model and combine two or more variables consistently.
e If fact types have fixed c A DPD is a mechanism for managing the diagram complexity associated with the representation of decision processes within a model. Intricacies of decision rules that drive the flows into a "black box" can be "buried" here. On the surface, the modeler and the users of the model can clearly see both the inputs and the outputs associated with a decision process. As a result, the model can maintain a bi-focal perspective, displaying the macro-and micro-structure as needed.
d In this study we decline to further discuss or relate DPD to any ORM element due to the complexity attached to it and the fact that some SD software-like Vensim use this same representation as a converter. e In this paper we only consider binary and ternary fact types to be similar to converters but all fact types with more than one role are referred to as converters. objects, then that converter is a constant else it is an auxiliary. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.
In Fig. 9 we show all converters derived from the ORM model. Note that object academic has no unary roles, therefore we refer to it as a converter as explained in step 2, objects in object type academic play a number of roles (this in SD would be stated as follows; academic influences paper submission, paper writing and paper reviewing) therefore they ought to be included in the model. The only way to include them is by referring to them as converters that influence other converters.
Note that for subset constraint between "is accepted " and "is published " we have a biflow. This is because the reviewing decision brings in either a negative (is rejected) or a positive (is accepted). Since by default it is not possible to have a biflow connected to a conveyor, queue, or oven we do not represent stock (is accepted as a conveyor).
Step 4: Identify all possible information links. We do not particularly relate Information links (Connectors) to any ORM element but instead use the ORM constraints plus verbalizations to identify the direction of the SD connector. In ORM, constraints are placed in between fact types (binary, ternary, etc.), these constraints may play an important role in helping the modeler identify the direction of the connector. Let us use some verbalizations from the ORM model in Fig. 10 to show how ORM verbalizations can help in determining the direction of an information link. 
If some

Rule 3:
The flows can be influenced by stocks and converters but cannot influence converters or other flows, and converters can influence flows or other converters.
Step 5: Identify all possible sectors. A sector is a grouping of elements with related functionally in a model. For example, in a model of a business organization, you might use a sector to represent each of the major processes under consideration, e.g. a manufacturing sector, a marketing sector, a transportation sector, a human resources sector, and a financial sector in the model. In model analysis, sectors can be run in a sector-by-sector manner. This creates flexibility by enabling sub process analysis.
We relate SD sectors to ORM object types plus their attached roles. This is because ORM conceptual object types act as semantic "glue" 27, 28 and an ORM model is a network of allied object types and relationship types. 27 This means that roles and object types when put together, they make up a complete ORM model. Therefore, object types plus their "glued" roles are similar to SD sectors because when both are "glued" or put together they make up a complete model. As explained in Sec. 3, sectors are subcomponents within a system they handle all information about a particular element. If they are subcomponents, this implies that they contain different elements and when these elements are put ("glued") together they make a complete system. For ORM models with supertypes and subtypes, we map the SD sector to a supertype and not the object types. Therefore a sector in this case comprises of all elements attached to that supertype.
In the Fig. 11 we introduce sectors to the SD model in Fig. 10 . There are two sectors derived from the two object type "academic" and "paper ". One of the sectors (academic) has no stock because object type "academic" does not have any unary fact type attached to it. Second, the converters that relate to both academic and paper can be placed in either of the sectors.
Evaluation of ORM to SFD Relations
Evaluation is an iterative process that took place at every stage of the integration. In this section, we present an evaluation for ORM to SD relations. In this evaluation, we used questionnaires and a focus group session. A focus group as defined in Refs. 29 and 30 is a moderated discussion among six to twelve persons discussing a topic under the direction of a moderator whose role is to promote interaction and keep the discussion on the topic of interest. We conducted this evaluation to examine the relations inline with the researcher's pre-knowledge/skills by judging their effectiveness.
In Fig. 12 , we present a summary of activities that were used in evaluating ORM to SD relations. Before conducting this focus group discussion, we came up with ORM-SD relations as presented in Sec. 4.2. These relations were used as a basis for the focus group discussion. After defining the initial relations, we prepared documents for evaluating the defined ORM-SD relations. These documents included: defined ORM and SD constructs, defined ORM-SD relations and a questionnaire. When the documents were ready, we identified participants and sent them requests asking them to take part in this focus group discussion. Not all participants replied positively but we received a reasonable number of acceptances for the focus group discussion. Those who responded positively, were asked to suggest dates for the focus group discussion. We schedule the focus group discussion session based on these dates.
Normally questionnaires are given at the end of the discussion. In this case however they were given before and after the focus group session. This was to allow participants to make individual choices of the relations before conducting the focus group discussion. These choices were given to the moderator before the session started to act as a basis of the discussion(s). As each step was discussed, each participant's choice of answer to the relations was loudly readout to participants and discussed accordingly. This way of working made the discussions more interactive and focused. For cases where participants had differing opinion, consensus building was required. 31 For consensus build, we borrowed a joint fact finding approach.
32
By borrowing we mean that participants used the idea behind this approach but did not copy or follow this approach step by step. What they did however, was as follows: they gave factual statements that they believed to be relevant to the defined step/relation, exchanged information, developed common assumptions and together used the gathered information to reach a decision. In cases where given facts were not enough or not available, they negotiated a way to find additional information thus filling the gaps or resolving the disagreement(s).
Analyzing focus group results
To successfully analyze data collected during the focus group discussions, we used the inductive approach. With this approach, analysis is guided by specific objectives and the procedure is systematic. 33 In this study, the analysis phase comprised of a number of activities, e.g. coding, classifying or categorizing of raw data, examining etc. One of the most time consuming activity was, merging of collected data from different sources, i.e. audio recorded data (this had to be transcribed first), questionnaire data (from open ended questions), notes taken by the researcher during the sessions and some comments or remarks some of the participants had put down on their notebooks during the sessions. Fig. 13 . Summary of how we analyzed focus group data.
As depicted in Fig. 13 , we first of all put together all the collected data. This enabled us to systematically carry on our next step which was categorizing and coding. During coding and categorization, we were able to identify portions of data that discussed a particular relation or construct. The different phrases that where found to be pointing to the same ORM-SD relation were given unique codes. As we did so, we were able to collect and analyze facts. This enabled us to find common or different patterns in the text. There were cases when the given text could not fit into the identified relation. In this case, we put our focus on the secluded data to find explanations as to why the given concepts do not fit the patterns. To have a clear portrayal of patterns and relationships, we moved back and forth. That way we were able to find revelations, contradictions and exceptions in the collected data. After examining all the collected data, we drew conclusions and reported the findings.
Presentation of results
Results from the first questionnaire
Questionnaires were the core of the focus group discussion. In this section, therefore, we present a summary of results obtained from the questionnaire followed by focus group remarks.
In Table 1 we present a summary of the first draft results obtained from the questionnaires. In these results we see that there is no correlation in most of the responses apart from questions 3(a) and 5. Therefore, no conclusive results could be drawn. To improve these results, we conducted a focus group session with the same participants who took part in answering the questionnaires. However, all participants could not be available for the focus group session therefore original answers for those participants that could not attend were kept intact. We received nine answered questionnaires but only seven participants took part in the focus group discussion.
Focus group discussion
In this subsection, we present views or feedback obtained from participants that took part in this study. Before starting the focus group discussion, previously answered questionnaires were given back to participants. This was to enable them to have a clear view of what their previous responses were. During the discussions participants were allowed to make changes to their answered questionnaires. (a) Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics constant? To identify a stock from a flow, a mental exercise of freezing the system is normally done. For example freeze a university, walk around what you still see say people, buildings, etc. are the stocks. Anything one sees when time is stopped is a stock and anything that can only be seen over a moment of time is a flow. Looking at the examples given [see Fig. 10(a) ], the number of authors has an influence on the number of papers submitted. In other cases there must be one author that submits the paper, therefore it is appropriate to relate a stock to a role because for the contents in a stock to accumulate, there must be a role played (flow/action) and it is the contents in that act/role that make a stock. Second, the time constant chosen for a variable also determines its representation, e.g. a variable may be referred to as a stock if the time constant chosen is in years and that same variable when its time constant is measured in minutes, it becomes a flow. Considering the definition of object types, they also have some characteristics of a stock. Therefore, both a unary fact type and an object type are related to a stock. If the model has multiple object types in step 5, the model would become too crowded therefore we suggest subtyping as a solution to multiple sectors and stocks. Flows are identified to have a relation with object types. But as the definition suggests, flows express a dynamic behavior, whereas object types are static. The static/dynamic (behavior) distinction is not discussed in this paper because flows as used in earlier examples represent an anti-rigid type or a dynamic subtype in the literature. 34, 35 This idea of anti-rigid types has also been adopted in more recent works on ORM.
36 So, if we take the example of Fig. 10(a) , "is published" can be represented through a subtype of paper which is Paper-is-published? The same can be argued for is accepted and is rejected as an anti-rigid (dynamic) subtype of Paper. The obvious advantages of representing these unary predicates which seem to represent dynamic subtypes is that in this way one could create a taxonomy of those subtypes, ascribe properties that entities have only when instantiating those subtypes (e.g. paper can have properties which are specific for when they are accepted, published or rejected). Note that if a clear real-world semantics for the elements in the language being used is not provided then there is nothing guiding the modeler to choose a modeling primitive over the other (e.g. choose modeling Paper-is-Published as a subtype of Paper in contrast with the unary predicate).
One of the problems with this is that different ORM modeling primitives shall be mapped to different SD primitives. In ORM every object type has associated operations that change its population. Therefore, equating an object type with a flow seems unrealistic. It should therefore relate to an operation related to the object type but this is not modeled in ORM. We therefore suggest an extension of ORM modeling with a model of dynamic aspects (e.g. similar to methods and state chart diagrams in UML) as an intermediary step. This will enable us to have explicit SD-ORM model relations. In this study though, what we have done is relate object types to flows because of their quantities, being able to connect different roles plus through them different object types can be connected. But what is lacking is a mechanism for a flow rate to either depreciate a stock or increase a stock. Therefore, we cannot say that a purely static method can capture all data of a dynamic method even when there has been an extension of ORM with dynamic properties ORM.
23,36
Including intangibles or social variables such as perceived customer satisfaction, location attractiveness, ability to work, etc., and combining them as necessary with hard variables in ORM is a significant challenge. This therefore raises doubts that all cases (with soft and hard variables) can be successfully combined. Contiguous entities like masses, amounts of matter, etc. cannot be represented in an ORM (ER, UML) model unless a specific technical treatment is given to it.
37 This is because ORM is used for structural domain modeling; ORM model types as collections of individuals which can be individuated, which are countable and have a definite identity.
34 SD on the other hand is typically used to model, well, dynamics of the domain and not necessarily involving the flow of countable discrete entities (that is why converters contain information inform of equations or values that can be applied to stocks, flows, and other converters in the model). From a full set of variables in an SD model, if a variable is not a stock or a flow then it is a converter. Although, it is fine to relate converters to fact types with more than one role, also think of how exogenous variables would be captured in ORM. Maybe they cannot be captured, if not then this should be clarified by ORM experts. Second, converters (auxiliaries or constants) should be given different variable names. In case the value of the auxiliary is equal to a stock, the name of the converter should be changed otherwise we could have an extra variable with exactly the same input numerical(s) (parameters) as the ones for the stock. However, this occasionally happens, usually when it is represented as a separate auxiliary there is a transformation or operation that is done on the basis of the stock. Note that representation of converters with different SD modeling tool (software) vary since there is no standard representation for them.
To relate information links to any ORM variable is inappropriate. This is because information links define how decisions are made. Representing a decision in ORM may require more than one ORM concept and derivation rules. We therefore suggest that information link relates to none of the ORM concepts.
In conclusion, the primary issue here is that we simply cannot completely identify relations between constructs in both methods because each method has something extra which the other method can partly represent. So it is not translating each detail but getting out the essence from one to the other. Therefore we have to accept that we cannot have a complete definition of relation from one method (ORM) into the other method (SD). Otherwise it would be the same method or it would be such a powerful method such that it has everything in it and ends up being useless because it is so complex.
Results from the second questionnaire
Since the focus group discussion was conducted because of the diverse answers received from the questionnaires, the questions in the first questionnaire were therefore the core of the focus group discussion. The purpose of the focus group discussion was for participants to further explain their independent perception, elaborate their choice of answers and to have a consensus for each relation. At the end of each relation discussions, participants were allowed to change their answers if necessary.
In Table 2 we present a revised version of the results after conducting the focus group discussion. For question one, five out of nine participants stated that object types are related to stocks because object types are seen as a collection of objects and four participants said unary fact types are related to stocks because of the clear "object type with one property flavor". For question two, four out of nine participants said that an object type is related to a flow, two participants said that a flow has a relation with binary and ternary fact types because they contain roles with predicates that describe the relationship between or among objects and three participants said that a flow had no relation to any of the provided options. For part (a) of question 3, all participants said that a constant has a relation with a value type because the values in a value type do not change. For part (b) of question 3, two out of nine participants said that an auxiliary relates to a value type, four participants said an auxiliary has a relation with fact types that have more than one role, two participants stated that an auxiliary is related to constraints because they determine objects that can take part in the relationship and can assume any value, and one participant said that an auxiliary has no relation with any of the provided choices. For question four, three participants said constraints were related to information links because constraints hold some "decision functions", one participant said binary and ternary fact types relate to information links and five participant said information links have no relation with any of the provided choices. Finally, for question five, two participants said that a sector has a relation with a supertype and seven participants said a sector has no relation with any of the provided choices. During the focus group session there was a lot of arguing which required consensus building and re-explaining of concepts was often required. However, we were able to obtain better or improved results with explanations. 
Revised ORM to SD relations
Considering the remarks presented in Sec. 5.2, we now present the revised ORM to SD relations in Table 3 . In this table we relate a stock to two ORM elements (a unary fact type and an object type). Stocks are related to ORM unary fact types because they both uniquely hold quantities with similar properties and relate to one element (object type for ORM unary fact types and flows for SD stocks). We refer to their elements as containers because of their purpose which is holding items.
For the relation between a flow and an object type we decided to keep it as originally defined since participants neither agreed nor rejected relating flows to object types. Keeping in mind that the operation that change contents in an object type is not represented in ORM. Thus, the identified relation between flows (inflows and out flows) and object types is due to the fact that both constructs hold similar contents that change states, e.g. from a similar object type, objects contained in each unary fact type are in different states and flow quantities change state/differ for each flow-stock connection. Furthermore they all connect different stocks (SD)/unary fact types (ORM) and transfer objects (ORM)/quantities (SD). We refer to their elements as homogeneous connectors because they all connect and transfer quantities with similar properties or concepts. As noted by participants, object types also have some characteristics of a stock. Basing on this remark, we came up with two choices of option. These choices are to guide modelers on when to use object types and unary fact types as stocks or flows. The two options are progressive refinement and pure mapping. Before defining the two options, let us first define the control parameters. These control parameters show all possible choices of option when deriving an SD model from an ORM model. The control parameters include: RolesObjectStock (ROS ) and UnaryStock (US ) in steps 1 and SectorObject (SO ) and NoSectorObject (NSO ) in step 5. In steps 2-4 we do not have any control parameters. Figure 14 presents a summary of all control parameters plus choices of options identified in the transformation of ORM into SFD.
The control parameters in Fig. 11 are explained below, but to start with let us define the elements used where:
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• RoleObjectStock (ROS ): In this control parameter, all roles and object types are mapped to stocks. Therefore, the total number of stocks in ROS is equal to the total number of roles plus the total number of object types in a given ORM model. Therefore, P op(
In this control parameter, only unary fact types are mapped to stocks. This is because objects held by a unary fact type relate to one object type. In one to have a stock for all objects in a particular object type, a unary fact type should be connected to it. This unary fact type acts as a container that holds all objects within that object type. Therefore, the total number of stocks in US is equal to the total number of unary fact types in a given ORM model.
This control parameter means that an object type plus roles connected to that object type are mapped to a sector. The total number of sectors therefore, is equal to the total number of object types in a given ORM model.
This control parameter means that an object type plus roles connected to that object type are not mapped to a sector. Therefore, there are no sectors introduced in the final SD model. Having defined the control parameters, we now explain the different routes of option that can be followed while deriving an SD model from an ORM model.
Progressive refinement : In this option, a first draft model is created and progressively elements of that model are replaced by others. For example, in Fig. 14 , if a modeler opts to use control parameter ROS in step 1, the total number of stocks will be equal to the total number of object types plus total number of roles. In the 2nd step, as we stated in step 2 of Sec. 4.2, flows are mapped to object types. Therefore, all stocks that result from object types are eliminated and instead represented as flows. In the 3rd step we have converters introduced, as we stated in step 3 of Sec. 4.2, converters are mapped to binary and ternary fact types. Therefore, all stocks that make a binary or ternary fact type are eliminated and represented as converters. In the 4th step connectors are added and in the 5th step, the modeler may opt for either SO or NSO. If the modeler opts for SO, each object type plus roles connected to that object type make a sector while for NSO there is no ORM element identified to relate to a sector therefore, they are not introduced in the model. In summary this route of option is represented in Fig. 15 .
Pure mapping: Here elements are generated only when one is sure that they are the right ones. For example, in Fig. 14 , when a modeler opts to use control parameter US in step 1, the total number of stocks will be equal to the total number of unary fact types. In the 2nd step, flows are mapped to object types. Therefore, the total number of flows is equal to the total number of object types. In this step, each derived flow is connected to the stock it relates with. In the 3rd step we will have converters introduced, as we stated in step 3 of Sec. 4.2, converters are similar to binary and ternary fact types. In the 4th step, connectors are introduced. In the 5th step NSO, the modeler may opt for either SO or NSO. If the modeler opts for SO, each object type plus roles connected to that object type make a sector while for NSO sectors are not mapped to any SD element therefore, they are not introduced in the model. In summary this route of option is represented in Fig. 16 . Furthermore, SD quantities are related to ORM counting objects because they are looked at as quantities that flow within the system or process. We use the term "quantity" to represent items or quantifications that flow within an SD system and their elements are referred to as contents.
Converters are related to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary etc.) because converters add new information to the model and combine two or more variables consistently. For fact types with fixed objects and object types with no attached unary fact type, the converters are constant else they are auxiliaries. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.
Furthermore participants said that, since information links define how decisions in the SD model are made therefore they should not relate to any ORM element. Note that we have not included sectors in Table 3 because participants said that they are not very important in the SD model.
Finally, sectors in SD are an informal notation inform of making things easier to understand but there is really no need to have these sectors. Therefore, they are not required in the SD model as such.
In conclusion, there are light spots in both methods and the given examples can be partly translated but we are coming to boarder that there is something extra in ORM and in SD therefore they are not completely overlapping. The purpose of these steps therefore is to define the visual display of the model. If we were to look at the input parameters into the model then we may need more steps because None the five steps lead to a picture and we need the details (input parameter guide) for example, what does variable paper depend on to be rejected or accepted ? And that is more complex as it is but may be that is not information captured in this form but information captured from the domain expert. Second, in ORM we seem not to have flows explicitly and some of the given roles are mutually excluded thus in a stock and flow diagram, we would have a sequence and that is probably the dynamic aspect (time aspect).
Application of the ORM to SFD Transformation Steps
Before we proceed with the application of the GSD procedure, let us give a snapshot of the case NMS which we use to come up with an ORM model. Part of this 
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ORM model is extracted and used to apply the GSD procedure in deriving a SD model.
National medical stores (Uganda)
NMS is an Ugandan parastatal where medical supplies are stored before they are assembled and distributed to different health centers or hospitals in the country. NMS warehouse is subdivided into zones that have fixed address locations with physical sequentially labeled alphanumeric code. Storage locations are divided into picking faces and bulk storage locations. Pick faces are arranged to be either in the carton flow rack (for 1-10 unit picks) or ground locations near the marshalling area (fastest moving items). During receipt and movement, all stock pallets are placed in already existing locations. In a snapshot, the process is as follows: goods are brought into the warehouse on trucks, they are received by NMS employee(s), quality assurance inspects the goods to find if there is any quantity or quality inconsistency. If goods are in good condition, they are offloaded from the truck(s), scanned, moved to storage location in bulk and inventory system is updated. When an order is received by NMS employee(s), it is given to one of the NMS warehouse employee (inventory manager or store manager) to add it to order backlog. After a period of time, orders are picked and grouped according to customer requests. Upon completion of the picking process, orders are stacked on the right unit load (e.g. a pallet), scanned, labeled and load on trucks for delivery. After loading the trucks one of the employees determines the number of orders processed (orders filled) and delivered. Any unprocessed order remains in the order backlog until the next run. On trucks, goods are assembled in such a way that those going to the last destination are loaded first and those going to the first destination are loaded last. This makes offloading and delivering easy. In Fig. 17 , we present an ORM model derived from the case information stated above. In this model we look at the process from when a consignment is delivered to the warehouse up to when it leaves the warehouse. Note that consignments only go out of the warehouse after an order is placed by a customer.
Applying ORM to SFD transformation steps
To apply the ORM to SFD steps described in Sec. 4.2, we use the ORM model shown in Fig. 17 . In this application procedure, we opt to use the pure mapping option presented in Fig. 16 .
Step 1: Identify all possible stocks. As explained in step 1 of Sec. 4.2, in the pure mapping option, control parameter US. The total number of stocks is equal to the total number of unary fact types. Unary fact types identified are "is on duty", "is in transit ", "is in inventory", "is added to backlog", "is from district hospital ", and "is from referral hospital ". These unary fact types are depicted as boxes because stocks in SD are represented as boxes see Fig. 18 .
Step 2: Identify all possible flows connecting to each stock. As stated in step 2 of Sec. 4.2, object types are mapped to flows because they connect different roles containing different objects. In Fig. 18 , we identify all flows connecting to the specified stocks. Identified flows from Fig. 17 include: are Employee, Order, Consignment, NMS Supplier and Customer. Note that stocks "is from a referral hospital " and "is from a district hospital " plus stocks is in inventory and is in transit have one flow referred to as a biflow. This is because they are of the same object type and have an "or" constraint which indicates that the contents within this flow move in either direction. We therefore make the flow connecting to both stocks a bi-flow (two directions). Second, the quantities (objects) moving through these flows are similar but flow to either stocks. Biflows in SD take on any value and quantities flow in both directions. The direction of arrows on the flows indicates either an inflow (into the stock) or an outflow (from a stock). In Fig. 19 however, we have no outflows, this may be an indicator that all required flows cannot be directly derived from a given ORM model. Second, in Fig. 19 we also introduce DPDs. This is because they help in managing the diagram complexity associated with the representation of decision processes for example deciding on whether the consignment is in transit or in inventory. These DPDs are applied to ORM model elements that require a decision to be made for example "is from district hospital"/"is from referral hospital" and "is in inventory" and "is in transit". These elements have exclusive or constraints and exclusion constraints, etc.
Step 3: Identify all possible converters. As we stated in step 3 of Sec. 4.2, fact types that have more than one role are mapped to converters. From the NMS ORM model given in Fig. 17 , we have the following fact types with more than one role (binary and ternary fact types); is scanned by/scans, confirms/is confirmed by, picks/is picked by, is received by/receives, delivers/is delivered by, fulfills/is fulfilled by, repacks/is repacked by, inspects/is inspected by, offloads/is offloaded by, supplies/is supplied by and makes/is made by. To derive meaningful converter names, we use both the predicate names plus object type names. That is to say, we concatenate the fact type name to the object type name to get the converter name. For example, roles makes/is made by we refer to the fact type as "making", for roles confirms/is confirmed by we refer to the fact type as "confirmation", for roles is fulfilled by/fulfills we refer to the fact type as "fulfillment", for roles is received by/ receives we refer to the fact type as "reception", for roles delivers/ is delivered by to we refer to the fact type as "delivery", for roles is picked by/ picks we refer to the fact type as "picking", for roles is inspected/ is inspected by we refer to the fact type as "inspection", for roles scans/is scanned Fig. 20 . Note that in the NMS ORM model shown in Fig. 17 , there are value types "EmployeeTitle" and "LocationAddress". Value types as explained in Sec. 2 are constants; they are depicted as boxes with dashed lines. They are identified solely by their values and they never change their state (i.e. making them constant). For example: employee title, name, etc. Since value types are distinguished from each other solely by their values. Therefore, we map them to constants in SD because constants are state variables which do not or change slowly 4 that they could be assumed constant for the time scope of the model. In Fig. 20 though, we do not include both the value types plus their fact types because we intend to further study the effect of mapping a value type to a constant and how they should be represented in the SD model.
Step 4: Identify all possible connectors (information links). Connectors as explained in Sec. 3 are immaterial and connect inputs to decision function of a rate. The underpinned meaning to these connectors is that information about the value at the start of the connector influences information at the arrow tip of that connector. Connectors feed information into or out of flows and converters but only extract information out of stocks. To add connectors to the model we follow the ORM constraints, verbalizations plus SD conventions for a stock and flow diagram stated in step 4. In Fig. 21 we show the identified connectors. There are some information connectors in the model, they are from stocks "is from referral hospital", "is from district hospital", "is in inventory", and "is in transit" to DPD. These information connectors are depicted with dashed lines. Note that most of the connectors in Fig. 21 are from a stock to a converter instead of coming from a flow. This is so because it is the quantities or objects within the flow that influence the variables at the arrow tip of the connectors and not the flow.
Step 5: Create sectors. As stated in Sec. 5.2, we propose that this step is made optional as practitioners said, it does not affect the model in anyway. Since, having sectors in the model does not necessarily change the model per say but is good when a modeler intends to carry out sensitive analysis. To avoid repetition of the model in Fig. 21 , we do not represent the sectors because there is not much difference. All in all having applied the ORM to SFD steps to an NMS case, we realize that a model is not complete unless we see and analyze the input variables of the derived model. This is because it is from the input parameters and simulation results that we will be able to further improve the procedure and draw conclusive results. Minus that so far we have been able to see how an underpinned SD model would look like and from that we draw the following evaluations and discussions. Second, the derived SD model shown in Fig. 21 may not have all the required SD elements, e.g. outflows but it gives us a step ahead in underpinning an SD model with a domain modeling method ORM. We therefore believe that if these evaluations are considered, we will not only have a grounded SD model but also a better conceptualization of the SD model plus an improvement in SD model validation hence, reliable SD simulation results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have explored the combination of SD with ORM by identifying relations between ORM and SFD elements, evaluating these relations, defining ORM to SFD transformation steps and applying these steps to a case. The defined steps systematically guide modelers on how to derive an SFD model from an ORM model. However, as one of the practitioners said, these steps can only lead to a "picture" of a stock and flow model. In our further works therefore, we are going to add more steps that cover how to define input parameters in a stock and flow model, what constraints or measure(s) should be taken and show how ORM derivation rules help in defining the stock and flow input parameters.
To evaluate the operationalization of ORM to SFD transformation steps, we used questionnaires and a focus session. This focus group session comprised of participants with knowledge in SD modeling plus other modeling methods. As earlier stated, we follow a design science approach and this approach places additional emphasis on the iterative construction and evaluation of artifacts. We therefore need to conduct more evaluations involving ORM and SD practitioners or experts. These evaluations will help us to improve the procedure and its resulting models.
